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Abstract: We introduce a Fuzzy Property Grammar System (FPGS), a formalism that integrates a
Fuzzy Property Grammar into a linguistic grammar system to formally characterize metaphorical
evaluative expressions. The main scope of this paper is to present the formalism of FPGS and to show
how it might provide a formal characterization of hate speech linguistic evaluative expressions with
metaphors (as fuzzy concepts), together with evaluating their degree of linguistic violence. Linguistic
metaphors are full of semantic coercions. It is necessary to formally characterize the context of
the communication to acknowledge the extralinguistic constraints of the pragmatic domain, which
establishes whether an utterance is violent. To show the applicability of our formalism, we present a
proof of concept. By compiling and tagging a 3000-tweet corpus, we have extracted a lexicon of hate
speech metaphors. Furthermore, we show how FPGS architecture can deal with different types of
hate speech and can identify implicit violent figurative evaluative expressions by context and type.
Although we are still in the experimental phase of our project and cannot present conclusive results
at the computational level, the proof-of-concept results show that our formalism can achieve the
desired outcome.

Keywords: fuzzy grammar; grammar systems; evaluative expressions; metaphors; hate speech;
vagueness

MSC: 03B65

1. Introduction

In this paper, we consider the topic of hate speech from a linguistic point of view.
Our main scope here is to provide a formalism that might help in the characterization and,
therefore, the computational detection of hate speech.

The massive use of social networks has revealed a fact that, although it has always
existed, was not so obvious: verbal violence. Understanding and detecting verbal violence
in online discussions and social media are well-known challenges. In the last few years,
there has been a lot of research on the automatic detection of verbal violence using different
computational tools for automatically classifying and detecting online abuse (i.e., machine
learning, natural language processing, and statistical modeling). Fortuna and Nunes [1],
Fortuna et al. [2], Vidgen et al. [3], and Poletto et al. [4] offer interesting reviews of different
challenges for the detection of abusive language.

By verbal violence, we understand an intended attack on another person’s positive
(personality) or negative (freedom of action) face using language. In general, studies on
linguistic violence distinguish many different categories: hate speech, offense, threat, insult,
defamation, etc. In this paper, an insult is considered a strategy of hate speech, and we focus
on expressions usually regarded as insulting. Although the term hate speech is employed
for attacks on specific groups (based on differences such as race, sexual orientation or
gender), it can be used broadly as a synonym for verbal violence.
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The automatic detection of hate speech is related to the field of sentiment analysis.
Sentiment analysis is an area that has received a lot of attention in recent years due to the
massive use of social networks. Sentiment analysis consists of using computational tools
to detect and analyze evaluative language in terms of polarity [5,6]. Polarity refers to the
notion that sentiment conveyed by a particular word, phrase or text can be negative or
positive, and its intensity can be reflected by a value on a scale, such as 0 to 10, or −5 to
5. The development of sentiment analysis tools, as well as the detection of hate speech,
requires the formalization of evaluative language.

Modeling evaluative utterances and capturing or extracting the sentiment behind
these linguistic expressions is certainly a challenge. Typically, machine learning and deep
learning techniques are used for these tasks [7–11]. However, learning algorithms focus
on aspects of computational performance and do not provide enough features from the
point of view of explaining linguistic phenomena and processes. On the other hand, the
linguistic analysis of those constructions is fundamental, since evaluative expressions
are very subtle, with nonprototypical properties and variables in syntax, semantics, and
sentiment (positive–negative).

In this paper, we assume that an insult is an evaluative expression [12–15]. Typical
evaluative words are good, bad, high, low, big, small, stupid, silly, dumb, etc. These words
are said to be vague, as it is very difficult to define their meaning. This vagueness makes
it difficult to qualify or value a certain expression as more or less violent. It is, therefore,
essential to characterize this vagueness to detect the evaluative expressions used in hate
speech, whether these utterances use words typically considered evaluative or metaphors
that are more difficult to detect.

We consider the metaphor as a linguistic evaluative expression in a formal model,
and we introduce a formalism to generate and recognize metaphors, with the aim that this
framework can lead to the implementation of a model to detect the sentiment in the evalua-
tive expressions automatically. This model responds to the need to carry out a nuanced
linguistic analysis to be able to detect the real sentiment when what is used is not a canonical
evaluative expression but something habitual in language, such as metaphors, understood
as the use of a word to refer to something different from its conventional meaning [16].

Since our main scope in this paper is to introduce the formalism of a Fuzzy Property
Grammar System to generate and recognize metaphors, we do not show computational
results here. However, we present an early stage demonstration that verifies that our formal
framework is feasible from a technical and computational point of view. Our proof of
concept focuses on a restricted type of metaphor, which has an “X is Y” structure.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the formal prerequisites to
understand the formalism introduced in this paper. Section 3 provides the formal and
linguistic background for our proposal. Section 4 shows the characterization of insults as
evaluative expressions in hate speech. Section 5 introduces a formal model for parsing
metaphors. Section 6 presents a proof of concept of how to parse metaphors with Fuzzy
Property Grammar Systems. Finally, Section 7 presents the discussion, conclusions, and
future work.

2. Formal Prerequisites

Throughout this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of Formal
Language Theory. In this section, we give some of the formal prerequisites that are needed
in order to understand the formalization presented in this work. For further information
on the theory of formal languages, see Salomaa [17] and Rozenberg and Salomaa [18].

A set is a collection of elements taken from some prespecified universe. A set is finite if
it contains a finite number of elements, and otherwise, it is infinite. A sequence of elements,
from some universe, is a list of elements possibly, but not necessarily, with repetitions.
Because the list is ordered by position, the elements are referred to as the 1st, 2nd, and i-th.

A finite, nonempty set V of symbols or letters is called an alphabet. A word or a string
over an alphabet V is a finite sequence of symbols from V. The empty word is denoted by λ
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and is the empty sequence of symbols. For an alphabet V, we denote by V∗ the free monoid
generated by V under the operation of concatenation, i.e., the set of all words over V. V+

denotes the set of all nonempty strings over V. The length of a string x ∈ V∗ (the number
of symbol occurrences in x) is denoted by |x|. The number of occurrences in x ∈ V∗ of
symbols U ⊆ V is denoted by |x|U .

Given two words, x and y, over V, their catenation is xy. λx = xλ = x, for all x in V∗.
For two words x and y over V, x is a prefix of y if y = xz, for some z in V∗. x = y if x is

a prefix of y and |x| = |y|. x is a proper prefix of y if it is a prefix, x 6= y, and y 6= λ. A suffix
and proper suffix are defined similarly. x is said to be a subword of y if y = wxz, for some w
and z in V∗. x is a proper subword if x 6= y and x 6= λ.

Given an alphabet V, a language L over V is a subset of V∗. Since languages are sets,
the Boolean operations of union, intersection, and complement are applicable and defined
in the usual way. Given two languages, L1 and L2, possibly over different alphabets, the
catenation of L1 and L2 is denoted L1L2 and equals the set {x1x2 | x1 in L1 and x2 in L2}.

A grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, P, S), where N is the nonterminal alphabet, T is
the terminal alphabet, S ∈ N is the axiom (start symbol), and P is the set of rewriting rules
(or productions), written as x → y.

A direct derivation in G is denoted by =⇒ (by =⇒G when we need this information).
The transitive (reflexive) closure of the relation =⇒ is denoted by =⇒+ (=⇒∗).

The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is L(G) = {w | S =⇒∗G w, w ∈ T∗}.

3. Background
3.1. Formal Background

The formal model we introduce in this paper is based on grammar systems [19] and
Fuzzy Property Grammars [20].

Grammar systems theory is a branch of the field of formal languages [19]. Roughly
speaking, a grammar system is a set of grammars working together, according to a specified
protocol, to generate a language. Note that while in classical formal language theory one
grammar (or automaton) works individually to generate (or recognize) one language, here,
we have several grammars working together in order to produce one language.

There are two basic types of grammar systems:

1. Cooperating Distributed Grammar Systems (CDGS) that consist of a finite set of generative
grammars that cooperate in the derivation of a common language. Component
grammars generate the string in turns (thus, sequentially) under some cooperation
protocol [21].

2. Parallel Communicating Grammar Systems (PCGS) consists of several usual grammars
which function in parallel [22].

Formally, a Cooperating Distributed Grammar Systems is defined as follows.

Definition 1. A CDGS of degree n, n ≥ 1 is a construct:

Γ = (N, T, S, G1, . . . , Gn),

where the following holds:

• N, T are disjoint alphabets;
• S ∈ N is the axiom;
• Gi = (N, T, Pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the so-called components of the system Γ, are usual Chomsky

grammars without axiom, where the following holds:

– N is the nonterminal alphabet;
– T is the terminal alphabet;
– Pi is a finite set of rewriting rules over N ∪ T.
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Definition 2. Let Γ be a CDGS as defined above. Let x, y ∈ (N ∪ T)∗. Then, we write x =⇒k
Gi

y,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if there are words x1, x2, . . . , xk+1, such that the following holds:

(i) x = x1, y = xk+1;
(ii) xj =⇒Gi xj+1, i.e., xj = x′j Ajx′′j , xj+1 = x′jwjx′′j , Aj → wj ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Moreover, we write the following:

x =⇒≤k
Gi

y iff x =⇒k′
Gi

y, for some k′ ≤ k;

x =⇒≥k
Gi

y iff x =⇒k′
Gi

y, for some k′ ≥ k;
x =⇒∗Gi

y iff x =⇒k
Gi

y, for some k;
x =⇒t

Gi
y iff x =⇒∗Gi

y, and there is no z 6= y with y =⇒∗Gi
z.

Definition 3. Let Γ be a CDGS, and denote D = {∗, t} ∪ {k,≤ k,≥ k | k ≥ 1}. The language
generated by the system Γ in the derivation mode f ∈ D is

L f (Γ) = {w ∈ T∗ | S =⇒ f
Pi1

w1 =⇒ f
Pi2

. . . =⇒ f
Pim

wm = w, m ≥ 1, 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}

A Parallel Communicating Grammar Systems is formally defined as follows:

Definition 4. A PCGS of degree n, n ≥ 1 is a construct:

Γ = (N, K, T, G1, . . . , Gn),

where the following holds:

• N, T, K are mutually disjoint alphabets;
• K = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} are called query symbols, and they are associated in a one-to-one

manner to components G1, ..., Gn;
• VΓ = N ∪ K ∪ T;
• Gi = (N ∪ K, T, Pi, Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the so-called components of the system, are usual

Chomsky grammars, where the following holds:

– N is the nonterminal alphabet;
– K = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} is the set of query symbols;
– T is the terminal alphabet;
– Pi is a finite set of rewriting rules over N ∪ K ∪ T, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
– Si ∈ N is the axiom for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 5. Given a PCGS Γ = (N, K, T, G1, . . . , Gn) as above, for two n-tuples (x1, x2, . . . , xn),
(y1, y2, . . . , yn), xi, yi ∈ V∗Γ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we write (x1, . . . , xn) =⇒ (y1, . . . , yn) if one of the next
two cases holds:

(i) |xi|K = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have xi =⇒ yi in grammar Gi, or
xi ∈ T∗ and xi = yi;

(ii) There is i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that |xi|K > 0; then, for each such i, we write xi = z1Qi1 z2Qi2 . . .
ztQit zt+1, t ≥ 1, for zj ∈ V∗Γ , |zj|K = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ t + 1; if |xij |K = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ t, then
yi = z1xi1 z2xi2 . . . ztxit zt+1 [and yij = Sij , 1 ≤ j ≤ t]; when, for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ t,
|xij |K 6= 0, then yi = xi; and for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n for which yi is not specified above, we have
yi = xi.

Definition 6. The language generated by a PCGS Γ as above is

L(Γ) = {x ∈ T∗ | (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) =⇒∗ (x, α2, . . . , αn), αi ∈ V∗Γ , 2 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Fuzzy Property Grammar (FPGr) is a formal linguistic theory which combines the
formalism of Fuzzy Natural Logic from Novák [12,14,23–29] and linguistic constraints,
heavily influenced by Blache’s Property Grammar constraints [30–34].
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The model, and its mathematical architecture, are explained in Torrens-Urrutia et al. [20]
and applied to the semantics of the theory of evaluative expressions of Fuzzy Natural logic
in Torrens-Urrutia et al. [15], as well as on a computational experiment for computing
degrees of linguistic universality and complexity [35].

Definition 7. A Fuzzy Property Grammar (FPGr) is a couple

FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉 (1)

where U is a universe

U = Phρ ×Mrµ×Xχ × Sδ × Lθ × Prζ × Psκ . (2)

The subscripts ρ, . . . , κ denote types, and the sets in (2) are sets of the following constraints:

• Phρ = {phρ | phρ is a phonological constraint} is the set of constraints that can be deter-
mined in phonology.

• Mrµ = {mrµ | mrµ is a morphological constraint} is the set of constraints that can be
determined in morphology.

• Xχ = {xχ | xχ is a syntactic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize syntax.
• Sδ = {sδ | sδ is a semantic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize

semantic phenomena.
• Lθ = {lθ | lθ is a lexical constraint} is the set of constraints that occur on a lexical level.
• Prζ = {prζ | prζ is a pragmatic constraint} is the set of constraints that characterize pragmatics.
• Psκ = {psκ | psκ is a prosodic constraint} is the set of constraints that can be determined

in prosody.

The second component is a function

FGr : U → [0, 1]. (3)

which can be obtained as a composition of functions Fρ : Phρ → [0, 1], . . . , Fκ : Psκ → [0, 1]. Each
of the latter functions characterizes the degree in which the corresponding element x belongs to each
of the above linguistic domains (with regards to a specific grammar).

Technically speaking, FPGr in (3) is a fuzzy set, with the membership function com-
puted as follows:

FGr(〈xρ, xµ, . . . , xκ〉) = min{Fρ(xρ), Fµ, . . . , Fκ(xκ)} (4)

where 〈xρ, xµ, . . . , xκ〉 ∈ U.
Let us now consider a set of constraints from an external linguistic input D = {d |

d is a dialect constraint}. Each d ∈ D can be observed as an n-tuple d = 〈dρ, dµ, . . . , dκ〉.
Then, the membership degree FGr(d) ∈ [0, 1] is a degree of grammaticality of the given
utterance that can be said in arbitrary dialect (of the given grammar).

In FPGr, linguistic constructions in written language stands for a simplified version
of an FPGr, because only three linguistic domains are relevant for this work, namely the
syntactical domain (x), the semantic domain (s), and the pragmatic domain (pr), 〈s, s, pr〉,
whereas the others are neglected: FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉.

Definition 8. A construction is
U = 〈x, s, pr〉. (5)

Due to length constraints, we briefly introduce the main concepts and formalism
of FPGr. These are the notions of linguistic category, linguistic constraint, and linguistic
construction.
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A linguistic category stands for a lexical category or part of speech. Every language’s
grammar sets the part of speech that a language requires. For example, in the FPGr of
the Spanish and English language, we distinguish the following parts of speech: DET
(determiner), ADJ (adjective), NOUN (noun), PROPN (proper noun), VERB (verb), ADV
(adverb), CONJ (conjunction), SCONJ (subordinate conjunction), and ADP (preposition).

A part-of-speech tagger is necessary to identify linguistic categories. Alternatively, a
grammar could define the part of speech of a language by using linguistic constraints, for ex-
ample, characterizing an ADJ in the English language as that category which prototypically
modifies a NOUN.

FPGr is closely related to the framework of Universal Dependencies (UD) [36,37].
Therefore, we recommend using the UD parser to identify each part of speech.

A linguistic constraint stands for a relation that puts together two or more linguistic
elements, such as linguistic categories or parts of speech. A linguistic constraint is also named
property in FPGr.

Formally, a linguistic constraint is an n-tuple 〈A1, ..., An〉, where Ai are linguistic
categories. We usually have n = 2.

We mainly distinguish four types of constraints:

• General or universal constraints that are valid for a universal grammar (any language).
• Specific constraints that are applicable to a specific grammar.
• Prototypical constraints that definitely belong to a specific language, i.e., their degree

of membership is 1. For example, we specify a prototypical object with subindex α.
Example: Cα stands for prototypical constraint.

• Borderline or nonprototypical constraints that belong to a specific language with some
degree only (we usually measure it by a number from [0,1]). We specify a borderline
object with subindex γ. Example: Cγ stands for a borderline constraint.

The constraints that FPGr works with are the following (the A and B are understood
as linguistic categories):

− Linearity of precedence order between two elements: A precedes B—in symbols:
A ≺ B. Therefore, a violation is triggered when B precedes A. Example: “The (DET)
student (NOUN)”, Cα(DET ≺ NOUN). Cα stands for satisfied constraint.

− Co-occurrence between two elements: A requires B—in symbols: A⇒ B. A violation
is triggered if A occurs but B does not. Example: “The (DET) woman (NOUN) plays
rugby” Cα(NOUN ⇒ DET), but “woman (NOUN) plays rugby” Cβ(NOUN ⇒ DET).
Cβ stands for violated constraint.

− Exclusion between two elements: A and B never appear in co-occurrence in the speci-
fied construction—in symbols: A⊗ B. That is, only A or only B occurs. Example: “She
(PRON) does maths”, Cα(PRON ⊗ NOUN), but “He (PRON) boy (NOUN) does maths”
Cβ(PRON ⊗ NOUN).

− Uniqueness means that neither a category nor a group of categories (constituents) can
appear more than once in a given construction. For example, in a construction X,
Uniq = {a, b, c, d}. A violation is triggered if one of these constituents is repeated in a
construction. Example: “A (DET) a (DET) dog eats chicken” Cβ(in nominal construction:
Uniq = {Det, Rel}).

− Dependency. An element A has a dependencyi on an element B—in symbols: A i B.
Typical dependencies (but not exclusively) for i are subj (subject), mod (modifier), obj
(object), spec (specifier), verb (verb), and conj (conjunction). A violation is triggered if
the specified dependency does not occur. Example: “Europe is a small (ADJ) continent
(NOUN)”, Cα(ADJ  mod NOUN), but “Europe is a small (ADJ) fast (ADV)”, Cβ

(ADJ  mod NOUN).
− Obligation. This property determines which element is a head. It is expressed by

the symbol �. This property is useful for semantics and pragmatics. It is used to
trigger semantic and pragmatic constructions through lexical units. For example, an
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evaluative head is mandatory in the semantic construction of an evaluative expression.
Example: Construction Evaluative Expression: [�Evaluative Head].

Additionally, two key concepts for the formalization of Fuzzy Property Grammars are
as follows:

− Linguistic feature. Features specify when properties are going to be applied to a category.
The typical feature to be represented is a linguistic function, such as the function of
subject: A[subj]. Features are always written as subindexes in a linguistic category, i.e.,
NOUN[subj].

− Conjunction or disjunction of categories on a constraint.

– ∧: This symbol is understood as and. It allows grouping categories and features
as a whole unit under a single constraint. Example: VERB[trans] ⇒ NOUN[subj] ∧
NOUN[obj] (a verb with a transitive feature requires a noun as subject and a noun
as object).

– ∨: This symbol is understood as or. It allows the grouping of different categories
and features concerning the possible alternatives of a grammar regarding one
constraint. Example: VERB[intrans] ⇒ NOUN[subj] ∨ PROPN[subj] ∨ PRON[subj]
(a verb with an intransitive feature requires a noun as a subject or a proper noun
as a subject or a pronoun as a subject).

For the formalization of semantics and pragmatics of Fuzzy Property Grammars two
important notions are as follows:

− Referent. A referent is a person or thing to which a linguistic expression refers to,
typically the subject. It is expressed as a feature [Re f ]. Example: NOUN[Re f ].

− Linguistic pairing stands for the tasks or phenomena in which linguistic features
associate two linguistic elements. On an evaluative expression, typically, the subject is
paired with the object. A dependency relation between the head of the evaluation and
the referent expresses this phenomenon. Example: ADJ[EH]  NOUN[Re f ].

− Lexical unit, in FPGr, stands for the structures that work as a single part of speech;
therefore, they only count as one entry on a lexicon.

− Lexicon. In FPGr, the lexicon is the dictionary that holds the meanings of the words.
FPGr considers two lexicons, one for the semantic meaning and another for the
pragmatic meaning. FPGr, at this point, mainly deals with evaluative expressions’
meanings [15] (p. 10-11, 18).

– Semantic meaning includes the prototypical meanings for each word. Example:
the word beautiful in the sentence “The sunset is beautiful” is understood as a high
value on the scale of the semantics of Beauty. Computation of the degrees follows
the formalism of Novák [12,14,23,25,26].

– The pragmatic meaning includes borderline meanings that have been acquired
from the use of language and the understanding of the world’s knowledge. For
example, the word pig in the sentence “John is a pig” is understood as an evaluation
with a low value on the scale of the pragmatic meaning of Pleasing-Likability.

The notion of linguistic construction stands for a complex object built by combining
a linguistic category and linguistic constraints. The constraints define the construction’s
structure and meaning.

Table 1 is an example of a linguistic construction in a Fuzzy Property Grammar.
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Table 1. Spanish NOUN in subject construction.

Spanish NOUN in Subject Construction

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN[subj]
α2: NOUN[subj] ⇒ DET[spec]
α3: Uniq: DET[spec]
α4: NOUN[subj] ⊗ ADV ∧ PRON ∧V[in f ]
α5: NOUN[subj]  subj V

Variability Properties

γ1: β2 =⇒ NOUN[subj] ⇒ NOUN[mod] ∨ PROPN[mod] ∨ PRON[mod] ∨ ADJ[mod] ∨ SubC[mod]

Spanish xNOUN as Subject Construction

γ1: DET[spec] ≺ X[xNOUN]

γ2: X[xNOUN] ⇒ DET[spec]
γ3: Uniq: DET[spec]
γ4: X[xNOUN] ⊗ ADV[mod] ∧ PRON ∧V[in f ]
γ5: X[xNOUN]  subj V

Table 1 displays the constraints that define a NOUN as a subject construction in
Spanish. We highlight the following elements:

• All the constraints below Spanish NOUN in Subject Construction are prototypical
syntactic constraints. For that reason, they are named, for example, α1.

• All Variability Properties are borderline constraints from Spanish NOUN in Subject
Construction. For that reason, they are named, for example, γ1.

• All constraints below Spanish xNOUN as Subject Construction are borderline con-
straints from another construction with another category than a NOUN performing
with a noun fit. For example, an adjective performing as a noun in Spanish: “El bueno
es el tuyo” (“The good one is yours”), “bueno” (“good one”) is defined as ADJ[xNOUN].

3.2. Linguistic Background

The study of implicit meaning started with Grice. In studying meaning in logical oper-
ators, some conventionalist authors defended that logical connectors have two meanings:
one in logic and another in natural language. In contrast, Grice demonstrated that logical
operators could not have multiple meanings, but conversational factors induce different
meanings. So, following the economy principle of the “Modified Ockham’s razor”, “senses
are not to be multiplied beyond necessity” [38].

In his first study, Grice [38] started analyzing meaning itself and distinguishing between
natural (meaningN) and non-natural meaning (meaningNN) by using two examples [38]:

• MeaningN: “Those spots meant measles”.
• MeaningNN: “Those three rings on the bell (of the bus) mean that the bus is full”.

This classification is based on factivity and volition: factivity is the univocal relation
between a sign (X) and its meaning (Y) (if X is true, Y must be necessarily true), and volition
is the control for the purposes, such as intention. Thus, natural meaning is factive and not
under voluntary control; non-natural meaning is under voluntary control and is nonfactive.

The volition concept opens the door to intention. In Grice’s terms, “‘A meantNN
something by x’ is roughly equivalent to ‘A intended the utterance of x to produce some
effect on an audience by means of the recognition of that intention”’. So, this non-natural
meaning has in itself a communicative intention, and implicatures are the epitome of
meaningNN [39].

Grice exposed a double intention in communication: A primary intention to produce
some effect on the audience and a secondary intention to produce this effect through
the hearer’s recognition of the primary intention. Grice aims to avoid psychological
explanations in his theory, following Frege’s basis [40] for a linguistic theory. Rationality is
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one of the basis of Grice’s logic in conversation, and it generates the Cooperative Principle
and its maxims. Thus, communication is based on the recognizing of intentions. The
human capacity of intention attribution allows the speech act uttered by the speaker to
have an effect on the audience [16]. So, communication is not a mind-reading process but a
rational and inferential process guided by the Cooperative Principle.

Grice defined sentences’ meanings as the linguistic or conventional meaning, what
is literally said, and established the speaker’s meaning as the content the speaker intends
to communicate [38]. The last is heavily dependent on the speaker’s intentions and their
recognition by the hearer.

For this reason, Grice established different principles or rules that are taken for granted
by the speaker and the hearer in communication [38]. Grice suggested that there is a
principle that determines how language is used efficiently to achieve rational interaction
in communication, called the Cooperative Principle [41]: “Make your conversational
contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose
and direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” [38].

On the assumption that such a general principle is acceptable, Grice divided it into
nine maxims, under categories that result in accordance with the Cooperative Principle.
In line with the four Kant categories, Grice calls these maxims Quantity, Quality, Relation,
and Manner [38] and establishes a supermaxim for the Quality and Manner maxims:

• Quantity: make your contribution as informative as is required for the purposes of the
exchange:

– Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

• Quality: try to make your contribution one that is true:

– Do not say what you believe to be false.
– Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

• Relation:

– Be relevant.

• Manner: be perspicuous:

– Avoid obscurity of expression.
– Avoid ambiguity.
– Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).
– Be orderly.

Conversational maxims are followed by the speaker in emission and by the hearer
in comprehension. For this reason, an utterance generates expectations that guide the
hearer to infer the speaker’s meaning. The maxims allow the hearer to understand the
speaker’s meaning, despite the fact that it might differ from the sentence’s meaning under
the assumption that he or she is being cooperative.

The notion of implicature arises from the fact that in an utterance, the speaker can both
say something and imply another content [39]. It is an inference itself because it is derived
from an inferential process. Thus, an implicature is definable as a meaning or proposition
expressed or implied by a speaker in the utterance of a sentence which is meant without
being part of what is strictly said [41]. Grice [38] classified two types of implicatures by
their properties:

1. A conventional implicature:

• Conventionality: triggered by a lexical item.
• Non-reinforcability: generates redundancy.
• Noncalculability: determined by conventional meaning.
• Nonuniversality: a tendency to project out of the context.

2. A conversational implicature:
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• Defeasibility or cancellability: can disappear in certain linguistic or
nonlinguistic contexts.

• Nondetachability: any linguistic expression with the same content tends to carry
the same conversational implicature (exceptions are conversational implicatures
that arise from the maxim of Manner).

• Calculability: can be derived via the Cooperative Principle.
• Nonconventionality: is noncoded in nature.
• Reinforceability: can be made explicit without producing redundancy.
• Universality: tends to be universal and motivated.
• Indeterminacy: may generate a range of indeterminate conversational implicatures.

Both conventional and conversational implicatures do not contribute to truth condi-
tions, because they are not part of what is centrally said. Instead, what is said is related
to the conventional meaning of linguistic expressions and is accessible after the processes
of reference assignment, indexical fixation, and disambiguation [38]. In doing so, contex-
tual information is needed, and for this reason, some authors criticized Grice’s definition:
strictly what is said could be determined by what is implied and vice versa. This is called
“Grice’s circle” or “the pragmatic intrusion”.

To solve this confusion, Grice reformulated his definition of what is said [42]:

“U did something x”

(1) By which U centrally meant that p;
(2) Which is an occurrence of a type S part of the meaning of which is ‘p’.

Thus, what is said is a propositional notion, which is compositional and related to
intention. This notion is based on possibility conditions instead of reality conditions. Grice
based his definition on Stalnaker’s theory: truth can be defined by classical theories, related
to a model representing reality, or by dynamical theories, related to participants’ acceptance
of evaluation. In doing so, the proposition, what is said, is determined by context and the
speaker’s attitudes to specific propositions. The truth evaluation is determined by circum-
stances (time and possible world). Therefore, the content depends on the conditions that
make the attribution of content possible, which is not a psychological representation [43].

4. Characterizing the Evaluative Insult

In this section, we show the characteristics of the object that we want to model: the
evaluative insult.

We are modeling the objects of the “insult” on social media as hate speech, especially
the insults that are evaluative expressions. Therefore, we define an “insult” as an evaluation
of the referent which will be understood as violent, offensive, or hating. Consequently, any feature
of an evaluative expression will be found in an “insult”. Evaluative expressions display
prototypical and nonprototypical evaluations. In the case of the “insult”, we distinguish
the following:

– “Plain” evaluative insult: typically, a prototypical evaluation with negative sentiment.
In English, it is usually under the structure 〈Noun〉〈Adjective〉, and always with a
copula as a nexus.

– Evaluative insult with metaphor: typically, a nonprototypical or borderline evaluation
with negative sentiment. In English, it is usually under the structure 〈Noun〉〈Noun〉,
and most of the time, with a copula as a nexus.

For this reason, we provide the characteristics of evaluative expressions and metaphors
and their syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.
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4.1. Insults as Evaluative Expressions

Evaluative expression are the expressions of natural language used by people to char-
acterize features of objects or their parts [12–15], such as esteem, beauty, size, intelligence,
proximity, and capability, among others. They have the general form

〈intensifier〉〈TE-head〉 (6)

The Equation (6) presents the following characteristics:

(1) 〈TE-Head〉 is the core element which expresses the evaluation, and it can be grouped to
form a fundamental evaluative trichotomy consisting of two antonyms and a middle term,
for example, 〈bad, normal, good〉, 〈stupid, average, intelligent〉, 〈inept, average, capable〉,
etc. The triple of adjectives 〈small, medium, big〉 is taken as canonical. On the other
hand, 〈intensifier〉 provides information about the general position on a scale for the
specific property—the intensity of the ascribed property of a 〈TE-Head〉. Usually, it is
represented by an intensifying adverb, such as “very”, “quite”, “absolutely”, etc.

(2) Each fundamental evaluative trichotomy has a tag with a Linguistic Semantic Vari-
able (LSV). For example, the LSV for 〈bad, normal, good〉 is “Judgment”, the LSV for
〈stupid, average, intelligent〉 is “Intelligence”, the LSV for 〈inept, average, capable〉 is
“Capability-Skills”, etc. The tag set lexicon was built on a manual extraction and re-
classification of the sentiment lexicon SO-CAL [7]. The LSV tag set English lexicon
has 1419 lexical units, and the Spanish one has 1549. Both these tag sets are classi-
fied under 21 LSV tags. This task was performed by experts in Fuzzy Natural Logic
and linguistics [15,20] .

(3) A 〈TE-head〉 is the formal semantic representation of any linguistic element which
can be the head of an evaluation. Each grammar must establish which categories
will be susceptible to a prototypical or nonprototypical evaluative head. For exam-
ple, in English, adjectives very often are evaluative heads, while nouns are used as
nonprototypical evaluative heads in metaphors. Therefore:

– A “plain” evaluative insult is typically a prototypical 〈TE-Head〉: “John is stupid”.
“Stupid” is an evaluation belonging to the fundamental evaluative trichotomy of
〈stupid, average, intelligent〉.

– An evaluative insult with metaphor is typically nonprototypical and marked by
connotative meaning: “John is a donkey”. ”Donkey” is a nonprototypical version
of the evaluation “stupid”. If we were assuming the denotative meaning, we
were saying that we literally are talking about a “donkey” (animal) named “John”.
We represent such connotative meaning by representing it with the fundamental
evaluative trichotomy of 〈stupid, average, intelligent〉.

(4) Possible world. It is a specific context in which a 〈TE-head〉 is used. In the case of
evaluative expressions, it is characterized by a triple w = 〈vL, vS, vR〉. Without loss of
generality, it can be defined by three real numbers vL, vS, vR ∈ R, where vL < vS < vR.
These numbers represent an interval of reals [vL, vS] ∪ [vS, vR], where vS is marked to
emphasize the position of “typically medium”, vL is marked to emphasize the position
of “typically small”, and vR is marked to emphasize the position of “typically big”.
For more detailed information, see Novák [23]. Linguistic Semantic Variable

(5) Intension. The intension of a 〈TE-head〉 refers to its linguistic semantic meaning. For
prototypical evaluative expressions, the intension is independent of a concrete possible
world (context) and does not change when the context is changed. For example, the
word “stupid” will prototypically have the tag of being an object with a Linguistic
Semantic Variable (LSV) of “Intelligence”, belonging to w = 〈vR〉. In contrast, the word
“intelligent” will prototypically be part of w = 〈vL〉.

(6) Sentiment and evaluation. The lexicon of evaluative expressions [15] is designed to
relate w = 〈vL〉 with evaluations of positive sentiment and w = 〈vR〉 with an evalua-
tion of negative sentiment. Therefore, any prototypical and nonprototypical evalu-
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ative insult with an evaluative tag belonging to w = 〈vL〉 will automatically have a
negative sentiment.

(7) Extension. In this work, the extension represents the intensity of the evaluation, similar
to a Likert scale from [0–11]. That is because a real number cannot represent the
extension of an evaluation most of the time. For example, in “This room is cold”, “cold”
could easily have a real number expressed in degrees of temperature. However, in
"John is a rat", and "I hate rats”, we have two 〈TE-Head〉, “rat” and “hate”, which cannot
be defined by any real number that is not just expressing a scale of intensity.

4.2. Metaphors as an Insult

Since Aristotle, a metaphor has been defined as the use of some word to define another
one different from its conventional meaning [16]. It is, in fact, the use of a sign in terms of
another one, a conceptual relation between two terms.

Metaphors have implications by which some characteristics from our experience are
highlighted. They can define our reality through an implications’ network that enhances
some aspects of our experience [44]. Metaphors are usually employed to understand some
identifiable concept. They are a type of representational transformation from a concrete
domain to an abstract domain [45].

One or more semantic features were defined as the metaphorical class (y) and the literal
class (x) by a set of semantic features by Khatin-Zadeh and Vahdat [46]. The metaphorical
class contains a set of entities that share one or more semantic feature. Every entity can be
used in a different position, such as topic, x, as the subject of the metaphor, or vehicle, y, as
the term used metaphorically. Then, every semantic feature is related to a semantic feature
of the conceptual meaning.

Therefore, using a metaphorical construction is a type of categorization. Lakoff and
Johnson [44] explained that categorizing is a natural way of identifying a type of object,
enhancing some properties and hiding other ones. The challenge is explaining how we
select every feature in connecting the two objects (x, y).

From the point of view of semantics, metaphors can be comprehended without context
and speaker’s intentions. Two theories can be highlighted: the theory of feature interaction
and the theory of the elided comparison. The first affirms that the meaning of a word
is decomposed in semantic features, so the use of a metaphor depends on the lexical
features’ combination of the units employed. The second defends that every metaphor is
an underlying comparison and can be rebuilt.

In philosophy studies, truth has been considered an objective and absolute truth. As
has been explained, we use the term “truth” in terms of possibility conditions in specific
circumstances and as the acceptance of them by the participants in that situation. Then, the
speaker’s intentions and his/her conceptual system must be considered in evaluating the
truth in his/her utterances.

Lakoff and Johnson [44] affirms that the truth in assertions depends on the categories
employed and their appropriateness. Therefore, the truth is relative to how categories are
comprehended and by our aims in a specific context [44].

In Grice’s theory, metaphor is considered an open violation of a quality’s maxim
based on truth. Thus, Grice explained that metaphors “involve categorical falsity, so
the contradictory of what the speaker has made as if to say will, strictly speaking, be a
truism” [38]. In this falsity, the speaker is “attributing to his audience some feature or
features in respect of which the audience resembles (more or less fancifully) the mentioned
substance” [38]. Considering the Cooperative Principle that guides communication, the
hearer must go into figurative meaning, that is, nonliteral meaning, in searching for the
truth of the speaker’s intention.

Metaphors typically have the structure of “X is Y”. Not all languages might use a
copulative verb “to be” as a nexus between “X” and “Y”; however, an element of nexus
between the two is likely to be necessary in most languages.
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However, our work focuses on modeling metaphors as evaluations. Therefore, we
argue that the meaning of the metaphor is an evaluation that can be extracted from pairing
the features of “X”, the referent, and “Y”, the nonprototypical evaluative head, taking into
consideration the context as the element that triggers linguistic constraints in the pragmatic
domain. In other words, the context found in the discourse (the topic of conversation) or the
extralinguistic information as the communicative context will trigger linguistic constraints
in the pragmatic domain representing the pragmatic information, such as metaphors.

Regarding how to process metaphors as evaluations, a formal description only consid-
ering the semantic field will encounter problems, failing in the pairing between the referent
and the evaluative head.

In contrast, pragmatics will find such pairing as grammatical and satisfactory, since the
pragmatic grammar will find coincidences in the pairing of referent and evaluation, since
pragmatics consider meaning that includes interpretable and nonliteral information. This is
because the linguistic constraints of the semantic and pragmatic grammar in our grammar
systems are different. After all, they define two distinct linguistic domains. Consequently,
two grammars can diverge on their degree of grammaticality as an output for the same
utterance.

5. Fuzzy Property Grammar Systems

To model metaphors, our formal model integrates a Fuzzy Property Grammar from
Torrens et al. [15,20,35] on a linguistic grammar system from Jiménez-López [47]. The
Fuzzy Property Grammars characterize linguistic phenomena, giving information regard-
ing language understanding. Furthermore, the linguistic grammar system establishes how
each Fuzzy Property Grammar will work in parallel in a system of grammars that provides
a total description of a language structure (syntax, semantics, pragmatics, language senti-
ment, etc.). By combining the two models, we would provide an explicative, white-box
model which describes the processing of “plain” evaluative insults and evaluative insults
with metaphor.

In what follows, we provide the formal definition of Fuzzy Property Grammar Sys-
tems.

Definition 9. An FPGS of degree n + m, with n, m ≥ 1, is an (n + m + 1)-tuple:

Γ = (K, (γ1, I1), (γ2, O2), . . . , (γn, On)),

where the following holds:

• (γ1, I1, ), (γ2, O2), . . . , (γn, On) are the components of the system:

– γ1 = (N1, T1, G1, . . . , Gk, f1), is the "master" of the system, where the following holds:

* N1 is the nonterminal alphabet;
* T1 is the terminal alphabet;
* There is no axiom;
* Gr = (N1, T1, Pr), for 1 ≤ r ≤ k, is a Fuzzy Property Grammar FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉

where the following holds:

· N1 is the nonterminal alphabet;
· T1 is the terminal alphabet;
· U is a universe;
· FGr : U → [0, 1];
· Pr is a finite set of constraints called properties.

* f1 ∈ {∗, t,≤ k,≥ k,= k} is the derivation mode of γ1.

– γi = (Ni, Ti, Si, G1, . . . , Gs, fi), for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, is a CDGS where the following holds:

* Ni is the nonterminal alphabet;
* Ti is the terminal alphabet;
* Si is the axiom;
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* Gr = (Ni, Ti, Pr), for 1 ≤ r ≤ s, is a Fuzzy Property Grammar FPGr = 〈U, FGr〉
where the following holds:

· N1 is the nonterminal alphabet;
· T1 is the terminal alphabet;
· U is a universe;
· FGr : U → [0, 1];
· Pr is a finite set of constraints called properties.

* fi ∈ {∗, t,≤ k,≥ k,= k} is the derivation mode of γi.

– Ii ⊆
⋃n

j=2 T∗j , i = 1 is the input filter of the master.
– Oi ⊆

⋃n
j=1(Nj ∪ Tj)

∗, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, is the output filter of the i-th component.

We write Vi = Ni ∪ Ti and VΓ =
⋃n

i=1(Ni ∪ Ti).
The sets Ni, Ti are mutually disjoint for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We do not require Ni ∩ Tj = ∅, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j.

By defining a Fuzzy Property Grammar System (FPGS) as a PCGS, we have the
possibility to have different modules that represent independent levels of linguistic repre-
sentation (syntax, semantics, pragmatics etc.) that work in parallel with independent sets
of constraints and basic vocabulary. Moreover, by considering that every component of
the PCGS is a CDGS, we can consider a second level of modularity, since every component
in the PCGS is divided into several different modules that work sequentially, cooperating
with each other in order to account for the structure of the corresponding module (syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic, etc.). FPGS could thus be considered as a doubly modular framework:
it is modular firstly in that it is made up of several modules that work in parallel, and
secondly, because every module in the system is internally modular. Moreover, a special
transmodular module, the master, is considered in order to generate the language of the
whole system.

Definition 10. Given an FPGS Γ = ((γ1, I1), (γ2, O2), . . . , (γn, On)), its state is described at
any moment by an n-tuple (x1, . . . , xn), where each xi ⊆ V∗i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, represents the string that
is available at node i at that moment.

We specify the state of an FPGS as any moment in time in a tuple in which every
module has a specified string.

Definition 11. Given an FPGS Γ = (K, (γ1, I1), (γ2, O2), . . . , (γn, On)), for two n-tuples
(x1, x2, . . . , xn), (y1, y2, . . . , yn), xi, yi ∈ V∗i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we write (x1, . . . , xn) =⇒ (y1, . . . , yn)
if one of the following cases holds:

1. xi /∈ Oi, and for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have xi =⇒ yi in the CDGS γi, or xi ∈ T∗i and xi = yi.
*For each γi = (Ni, Ti, Si, G1, . . . , Gs, fi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with xi, yi ∈ V∗i we write
xi =⇒k

Gr
yi, for 1 ≤ r ≤ s, if there exists x1, x2, . . . , xk+1, such that the following holds:

• xi = x1, yi = xk+1;
• xj =⇒Gr xj+1, i.e., xj = x′j Ajx′′j , xj+1 = x′jwjx′′j , Aj → wj ∈ Pr, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

2. (x1, . . . , xn) ` (y1, . . . , yn) iff yi = xi · (Ii ∩ (
⋃n

j=1,i 6=j Oj ∩ xj)), for i = 1, . . . , n.

The above definition captures the two different types of steps in the derivation process:

• In 1, we represent a rewriting step that accounts for the generation of the representation
associated with each component of the system; this is the syntactic string, the semantic
string, the pragmatic string, etc. Therefore, every grammar in the system rewrites its
string according to its specific rules.

• In 2, we represent a communication step that accounts for the interaction among mod-
ules.
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The derivation process functions by rewriting steps in every component. The process
finishes when, after reaching a terminal string, every grammar in the FPGS sends its result
to the master. As soon as the master has all the strings generated by the different modules
of the system, its generates the language of the system.

Definition 12. The language generated by an FPGS as above is

L(Γ) = {x ∈ T∗1 | (λ, S2, . . . , S3) =⇒ (λ, α
(1)
2 , . . . , α

(1)
n ) ` (λ, y(1)2 , . . . , y(1)n ) =⇒

(λ, α
(2)
2 , . . . , α

(2)
n ) ` (λ, y(2)2 , . . . , y(2)n ) =⇒ . . . =⇒ (λ, α

(s)
2 , . . . , α

(s)
n ) `

(α
(s)
2 . . . α

(s)
n , α

(s)
2 , . . . , α

(s)
n ) =⇒ . . . =⇒ (x, α

(s)
2 , . . . , α

(s)
n ), s ≥ 1, α

(s)
i ∈ T∗i , 2 ≤ i ≤ n}.

The above definition shows that we obtain a single language. The language of the
system is the result of combining, via master, every structure generated by every component
in the FPGS.

Figure 1 represents an FPGS.
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Figure 1. A Fuzzy Property Grammar System.

6. A Formal Model for Parsing Metaphors: A Proof of Concept

In this section, we show with an example how a Fuzzy Property Grammar System
(FPGS) can describe two different types of insults: (1) a plain insult as an evaluative
expression and (2) an insult with metaphor as an evaluative expression. These examples
are extensible to any other insult that has been extracted during the creation of our corpora
(Section 6.1).

6.1. Materials and Methods

To make our proposal applicable to natural languages, we built a linguistic lexicon
of insults with and without metaphors for the Spanish language using a corpus-based
methodology.

To build the lexicon, we extracted 3000 tweets on different topics in Spanish. We had
to work with small data since only linguists, as experts, can tag the corpus and consider
the necessary conditions for the utterances to build the lexicon.

We considered the following conditions during the tweet analysis to include an utter-
ance in our lexicon:

(1) First, the selection of 3000 tweets is applied only to the topics of social and political
news and TV programs. The reason for choosing these topics is that people produce
utterances with a lot of verbal violence when discussing these topics online. Therefore,
much hate speech with and without metaphors will be found in these.
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(2) Secondly, we select the tweets that have been potentially understood as insults; there-
fore, they contain verbal violence.

(3) Thirdly, we select the tweets that can be understood as evaluative expressions.
(4) Fourthly, we separate “plain” insults from insults with metaphors, considering metaphors

those which have one of the core forms of a metaphor in Spanish:

– X es un/a Y. (“X is a Y”).

* Example: “Juan es una rata” (“Juan is a rat”).

– el/la Y. (“Determiner-male gender/Determiner-female gender X”).

* Example: “El rata” (“the-male rat”).

– X, el/la Y. (“X, Determiner-male gender/Determiner-female Y”)

* Example: “Juan, el rata” (“Juan, the-male rat”)

– Y (using the metaphor straightaway, referring to a person by a tweeter mention)

* Example: “RATA @Juan” (“RAT @Juan”).

Additionally, for every tweet, several items of information are included: time, user,
username, message, hashtag, likes, retweets, and replies. With this information, a situational
view is obtained. Including situational information that Twitter offers avoids considering
slurs or insults in isolation. The aim is comprehending verbal violence tweets in context,
not as particular words that contain violence per se.

We focus not only on words with a conventionalized pejorative meaning but also on
words with a common meaning that can be used to insult someone through the use of
metaphor. Specific topics, time, retweets, and replies can promote verbal violence: the
former is needed for fixing the references, and the latter generates a sharing circle due to
the number of readings.

Considering all the above, we manually tagged the corpus. The potentially insulting
expressions’ annotation step was carried out by three linguists as experts, while one
expert, the referee, conducted the tweet analysis and the final linguistic annotation in case
of disagreement.

The corpus is annotated in four phases.

6.2. First Phase of the Corpus Annotation Task

The first phase includes the following considerations:

(1) Three linguists as experts tag every tweet as violent or nonviolent. A definition of
verbal violence is provided to the experts to achieve a high agreement level: “language
act that threatens the hearer’s or referred person’s face (self-concept), it is based on
social norms and is perceived as an intentional act”.

(2) Only violent tweets are tagged as explicit or implicit. To know which ones are implicit
or explicit, we use the notion of cancellability. A cancellable meaning stands for a
meaning that can disappear in certain linguistic or nonlinguistic contexts, or because
of the addition of another statement.

– Implicit tweets are those that can be cancellable and reinforced without redundancy.

* Example: “Es una garrapata“ (”She is a tick”) can be canceled by adding “pero
no digo que sea desagradable“ (“but I’m not saying she is unpleasing”) and
reinforced by adding “y es desagradable y mala persona” (“and she is unpleasing
and a bad person”).

– We consider every tweet explicit when verbal violence cannot be cancellable or
reinforced.

* Example: “los subnormales” (“the retarded ones”) cannot be canceled by
adding “pero inteligentes” (“but intelligent”) or reinforced by adding “y con
poca inteligencia” (“and with little intelligence”).
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(3) Implicit tweets are analyzed in terms of maxims violated by the Gricean approach.
Because it conveys rhetorical messages, we focused on the Quality maxim, assuming
truth pairing between prototypical formal semantic features.

– Example: “@isabel Pollo” (“@isabel Chicken”) cannot be true or demonstrable
from the point of view of formal semantics, because a person cannot be an animal.

(4) The evaluators had to tag each tweet as violent or nonviolent, always considering the
above-mentioned conditions.

Table 2 shows the results of our violent or nonviolent annotation task.

Table 2. Results of violent and nonviolent annotation task.

Total Violent Nonviolent

3000 1591 1409

100% 53% 47%

Table 2 shows that from the 3000 tweets analyzed, 47% are nonviolent and 53% are
violent. In the next step, the 53% of tweets that are violent are annotated as explicit or
implicit.

6.3. Second and Third Phase of the Corpus Annotation Task

The second and third annotation step was carried out by one expert, the referee. First,
every tweet was annotated as explicit or implicit, taking into account the possibility of
cancellation and reinforcement [38].

Table 3 contains the results of this second annotating task.

Table 3. Results of explicit and implicit annotation task.

Total Explicit Implicit

1591 1148 443

100% 72.15% 27.84%

Table 3 displays that 53% of the total tweets are violent. Of these, 27.84% are implicit
and 72.15% are explicit. Although this difference can be seen as not equivalent, it is relevant,
considering that it communicates verbal violence. Implicit messages can be canceled, so
that verbal violence can be outside of the speaker’s responsibility.

Finally, the third annotation step was also carried out by one expert, the referee.
Every tweet is annotated as containing a metaphor or an insult. Every word that is
conventionalized because it can not be canceled and does not allow reinforcement is
considered an insult. In contrast, every word that can be canceled and whose implicature
can be reinforced is considered a metaphor. The examples that do not contain a metaphor
or an insult but are violent can include accusation, rejection, belittling, or threat, and for
this reason, they are not considered in this annotation phase. Table 4 shows the results of
this third annotation task.

Table 4. Results of metaphor and insult annotation task.

Total Metaphor Insult

1409 32 305

100% 7.22% 68.84%

Table 4 shows that insults are present in 68.84% of the implicit messages, and metaphors
are in 7.22% of the tweets of implicit messages.
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6.4. Fourth Phase of the Corpus Annotation Task

Both metaphors and insults are tagged with an evaluative tag from the theory of
evaluative expressions modeled with Fuzzy Natural Logic from Novák [23–26]. In addition,
we used the tags from the theory of evaluative expressions from Torrens et al. [15] to make
explicit the meaning of both evaluative insults and evaluative insults with metaphors.

The tags for evaluative expressions are displayed in Table 5.

Table 5. Linguistic Semantic Variable (LSV) and Prime Evaluative Head (EH) tags in Fuzzy Natural
Logic (FNL) Lexicon from Torrens et al. [15] (p. 18).

FNL Tags in English and Spanish Lexicon

LSV Judgment Esteem Beauty Size Capability-Skills

Primes EH
〈negative/bad-

medium/normal-
positive/good〉

〈hated-X-loved〉 〈ugly-X-beautiful〉 〈small/short-
medium-big/long〉

〈inept-average-
capable〉

LSV Complexity Fear-Courage Fullness Indeterminacy Intelligence

Primes EH 〈simple-normal-
complex〉 〈scared-X-brave〉 〈empty-X-full〉 〈blurred-X-clear〉 〈stupid-average-

intelligent〉

LSV Generates-Interest Pleasing-Likability Proximity Veridicality Similarity-Usual

Primes EH 〈boring-X-
interesting〉

〈disgusting-X-
pleasing〉 〈far-central-close〉 〈fake/false-X-

real/truth〉
〈different-similar-

usual〉

LSV Speed Strength-Intensity Temperature Time-Lifetime Worth-Value

Primes EH 〈slow-medium-fast〉 〈weak/fragile-X-
intense/strong〉 〈cold-X-hot〉 〈life/new/young/

beginning-medium/
adult-death/old/end〉

〈worthless-X-
worthy〉

LSV Value (economical)

Primes EH 〈cheap-affordable-
expensive〉

Table 6 displays the distribution of these tags along the corpus.

Table 6. Results of semantic evaluative tagging in metaphor and insult annotation task.

Tag Metaphor Insult

Intelligence 1 12

Capability-Skills 5 1

Beauty 3 0

Pleasing 4 0

Strenght 0 0

Size 2 0

Fear-Courage 7 0

Interesting 0 0

Judgment 7 16

Esteem 11 8

Table 6 contains the results of associating evaluative tags with metaphors and plain
insults. From the total 337 insults and metaphors, we found that 261 (77.44%) were repeated.
Therefore, repeated insults and metaphors were removed, leaving a total of 76 tags: 36
evaluative tags for insults and 40 evaluative tags for metaphors.

Table 7 shows the results of our tagged lexicon from Table 6 in detail. We distinguish
the following:

• Two groups of lexical items used as a metaphor:
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(1) Lexical items from Spanish with semantics of an animal (< +Animal >) used as
a metaphor as an evaluative expression.

(2) Lexical items from Spanish with semantics of a cultural character (< +Cultural−
character >) used as a metaphor as an evaluative expression.

• One group of lexical items used as plain insults for humans (< +Human >).

Each lexical item appears on the left side of the table, in the first column, and it is
translated into English. On its right, it has a Linguistic Semantic Variable tag regarding how
it was used as an evaluative expression in the corpus. All the lexical items are identified as
vL, which means they are on the left fuzzy set of the fundamental evaluative trichotomy,
tagged by a linguistic variable between angles 〈〉.

On the one hand, plain insults display a specific evaluation meaning with negative
sentiment (only one tag). For this reason, lexical items that at first might seem metaphorical,
such as clown, are considered lexicalized. Consequently, 34 insults compile 36 tags. On
the other hand, metaphors display more complex evaluative tags, with more than one
evaluative tag per metaphor. For this reason, 18 metaphors present 40 evaluative tags. Each
of the tags of the metaphor will arise in a specific context.

Insults are related to intelligence, judgment, and esteem: evaluative expressions with
negative sentiment. Metaphors are broader. They can be connected to the prime evaluative
tags intelligence, capability-skills, beauty, pleasing, fear-courage, judgment, and esteem.

6.5. Parsing Plain Insults and Insults with Metaphor

Consider the following two different types of insults:

(1) A plain insult as an evaluative expression: “El presidente es estúpido” (“The prime
minister is stupid”).

(2) An insult with metaphor as an evaluative expression: “(El presidente es un burro)” (“The
prime minister is a donkey”).

Through these two examples, we show how a Fuzzy Property Grammar is capable of
providing a grammar for each linguistic domain, so they can work separately and provide
different outcomes.

Let us consider that our FPGS consists of the following components, each containing
different terminal and nonterminal alphabets, as well as different constraints:

1. Syntactical CDGS: with terminal and nonterminal vocabulary and syntactic constraints.
2. Semantic CDGS: with terminal and nonterminal vocabulary and syntactic constraints.
3. Pragmatic CDGS: with terminal and nonterminal vocabulary and syntactic constraints.
4. Master (the lexicon): words and rules for coordinating the structures generated by the

three modules.

FPGS starts functioning as soon as every module starts its derivation process:

• Within the syntactic module, several grammars, each responsible for a different type of
construction (e.g., DET[spec] NOUN[subj] VERB[cop] ADJ[mod:cop]), cooperate distribu-
tively, and sequentially, in order to produce a well-formed syntactic structure.

• Within the semantic module, several grammars, one for each type of construction,
cooperate sequentially in order to produce a semantically well-formed structure.

• Within the pragmatic module, where each component is responsible for a type of
construction, the generation of a well-formed pragmatics structure takes place sequen-
tially.

• In the meantime, while those three modules are working independently, nothing
happens in the master, since this module does not contain any information; it must
wait for strings produced by the other three modules.

If we consider our examples, we can compare what happens in our FPGS. For the
plain insult, the syntactic component applies the constraints to the sentence and produces a
satisfactory outcome, as shown in Table 8.

A satisfactory outcome is also shown by Table 9 for the insult with metaphor.
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Table 7. Linguistic Semantic Variable (LSV) tags of evaluative expressions in the metaphor and insult annotation task.

Linguistic Semantic Variable (LSV) Tags of Evaluative Expressions in Metaphor and Insult Annotation Task

Metaphor with semantics of < +Animal >

LSV /
Lexical item in Spanish Intelligence Capability-Skills Beauty Pleasing Strenght Size Fear-Courage Generates-Interest Judgment Esteem

Borrego (‘lamb’) vL 〈stupid〉 vL 〈inept〉
Escorpiones (‘scorpions’) vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉
Rata (‘rat’) vL 〈ugly〉 vL 〈disgusting〉 vL 〈hated〉
Espora (‘spore’)
Cerdo (‘pig ’) vL 〈ugly〉 vL 〈disgusting〉
Perro (‘dog’) vL 〈inept〉
Garrapata (‘tick’) vL 〈inept〉 vL 〈disgusting〉 vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉
Piojo (‘louse’) vL 〈disgusting〉 vL 〈small〉 vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉
Pollo (‘chicken’) vL 〈ugly〉 vL 〈small〉 vL 〈scared〉
Caracol (‘snail ’) vL 〈inept〉
Serpiente (‘snake’) vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉

Metaphor with semantics of < +Cultural − character >

LSV/
Lexical item in Spanish Intelligence Capability-Skills Beauty Pleasing Strenght Size Fear-Courage Generates-Interest Judgment Esteem

Lobo de Vallecas (‘Vallecas wolverine’) vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈hated〉
Peaky Blinder vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈hated〉
Daeneris vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈hated〉
Tabernarios vL 〈scary〉 vL 〈hated〉
Pinocho (‘pinocchio ’) vL 〈inept〉 vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉
Flautista de Hamelín (‘pied piper of Hamelin’) vL 〈bad〉
Judas vL 〈bad〉 vL 〈hated〉

Insults for < +Human >

LSV/
Lexical item in Spanish Intelligence Capability-Skills Beauty Pleasing Strenght Size Fear-Courage Generates-Interest Judgment Esteem

Paleto (‘redneck’) vL 〈stupid〉
Tontolaba (‘a complete fool’) vL 〈stupid〉
Estúpido (‘stupid’) vL 〈stupid〉
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Table 7. Cont.

Linguistic Semantic Variable (LSV) Tags of Evaluative Expressions in Metaphor and Insult Annotation Task

Inútil (‘useless’) vL 〈stupid〉 vL 〈inept〉
Gilipollas (‘twat’) vL 〈stupid〉
Merengolos (‘Stupid Real Madrid fan’) vL 〈stupid〉
Covidiotas (‘stupid covid believer’) vL 〈stupid〉
Anormal (‘mentally handicapped’) vL 〈stupid〉
Dementes (‘lunatic’) vL 〈stupid〉
T0nt0p0ll4 (‘dickhead’) vL 〈stupid〉
Subnormales (‘mentally handicapped’) vL 〈stupid〉
Gangster vL 〈bad〉
Trilero (‘trickster’) vL 〈bad〉
Miserable (‘awful person’) vL 〈bad〉
Payasos (‘clown’) vL 〈bad〉
Ladrona de hamburguesas (‘burguer thief’) vL 〈bad〉
Proxeneta (‘pimp’) vL 〈bad〉
Felón (‘disloyal’)
Carcamal (‘old wreck’) vL 〈hated〉
Rancio (‘outdated’) vL 〈hated〉
Impío (‘heartless’) vL 〈bad〉
Mentiroso (‘liar’) vL 〈bad〉
Sinvergüenza (‘crooked’) vL 〈bad〉
Insoportable (‘unbareble’) vL 〈hated〉
Envidiosa (‘envious’) vL 〈bad〉
Desgraciado (‘wretched’) vL 〈hated〉
Hipócrita (‘hypocrite’) vL 〈bad〉
Farsante (‘faker’) vL 〈bad〉
Mamarracho (‘jerk’) vL 〈hated〉
Manipulador (‘schemer’) vL 〈bad〉
Chantajista (‘blackmailer’) vL 〈bad〉
Insensato (‘foolish’) vL 〈hated〉
Irresponsable (‘irresponsible’) vL 〈hated〉
Metemierda (‘shit-talker’) vL 〈bad〉
Machorro (‘butch’) vL 〈hated〉
Lameculos (‘ass-kisser’) vL 〈bad〉
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Table 8. FPGr of Syntax as a plain insult.

Case: “El Presidente es Estúpido”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: SYNTAX

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) estúpido (stupid)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[subj] VERB[cop] ADJ[mod:cop]

P: Properties
α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN
α2: DET[spec] ⇒ NOUN
α3: Uniq: DET
α4: DET[spec]  spec NOUN

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN[subj]
α2: NOUN[subj] ⇒ DET[spec]
α3: Uniq: DET[spec]
α4: NOUN[subj] ⊗ ADV ∧ PRON ∧V[in f ]
α5: NOUN[subj]  subj VERB

α16: V[cop] ⇒ N[subj]
α17: V[cop] ⇒ ADJ[mod:cop]
α18: N[subj] ≺ V[cop]
α19: V[cop] ≺ ADJ[mod:cop]
α22: V[cop]  dep ADJ[mod:cop]
α23: Uniq : NOUN[subj]

α1: VERB[cop] ≺ ADJ[mod : cop]
α3: Uniq: ADJ[mod:cop]
α4: ADJ[mod:cop] ⊗ DET ∧ NOUN
∧PROPN ∧ PRON ∧ ADP

Grammaticality Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied

Table 9. FPGr of Syntax as an insult with metaphor.

Case: “El Presidente es un Burro”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: SYNTAX

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) un (a) burro (donkey)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[subj] VERB[cop] DET[spec] NOUN[mod:cop]

P: Properties

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN
α2: DET[spec] ⇒ NOUN
α3: Uniq: DET
α4: DET[spec]  spec NOUN

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN[subj]
α2: NOUN[subj] ⇒ DET[spec]
α3: Uniq: DET[spec]
α4: NOUN[subj] ⊗ ADV ∧ PRON ∧V[in f ]
α5: NOUN[subj]  subj VERB

α16: V[cop] ⇒ N[subj]
α17: V[cop] ⇒ NOUN[mod:cop]
α18: N[subj] ≺ V[cop]
α19: V[cop] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
α22: V[cop]  dep NOUN[mod:cop]
α23: Uniq : NOUN[subj]

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN
α2: DET[spec] ⇒ NOUN
α3: Uniq: DET
α4: DET[spec]  spec NOUN

α1: VERB[cop] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
α2: NOUN[subj] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
α3: NOUN[mod:cop] ⇒ DET[spec]
α4: Uniq: DET[spec]
α5: NOUN[mod:cop] ⊗ ADV ∧ NOUN
∧ PROPN ∧ PRON ∧ ADP
∧VERB[in f ]

Grammaticality Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
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However, Table 10 is a variation with particularities that already raise remarkable
information regarding the possibility of the sentence “El presidente es un burro” being an
evaluative construction. In Spanish, evaluative sentences are typically triggered by the
pairing of a NOUN and ADJ, not by a pairing of NOUN and NOUN. Additionally, a
prototypical constraint of Spanish is that an ADV cannot specify a NOUN. However, it is
entirely possible to do so in the sentence “El presidente es muy burro” (“the president is very
donkey”), meaning “he is very stupid”. FPGr solves this situation by triggering borderline
or nonprototypical constraints that describe such construction as a NOUN fitting an ADJ
construction. Therefore, FPGr marks it by specifying that the NOUN is performing as
an xADJ, evaluating the grammaticality of the syntax grammar as Barely satisfied, and
not Satisfied or Unsatisfied. Compare Torrens-Urrutia et al. [20] (pp. 20–23) for how FPGr
computes grammaticality.

From the point of view of semantics, our semantic CDGS provides different outcomes
in the two examples considered.

There is a constraint rule in the semantic grammar of Spanish which triggers an
evaluative expression construction:

R[sem] : IF Satisfied NOUN[Re f[pairing] ]
⇒ ADJ[EH] THEN Evaluative Construction:〈Re f 〉〈EH〉 (7)

Therefore, in Spanish, it is necessary to pair a NOUN as a referent (NOUN[Re f ]) and an
ADJ as an evaluative head (ADJ[EH]) to trigger an evaluative expression for the semantic
grammar in our grammar system. This is characterized in Table 11.

Table 11 displays the satisfaction of R[sem], together with satisfied pairing of the
words“Presidente” (“Prime Minister”) and “estúpido” (“stupid”). The semantic grammar
finds the word “estúpido” (“stupid”) in its lexicon as an evaluative expression. The semantic
lexicon provides the evaluative tag of the Linguistic Semantic Variable of Intelligence. This
tag is accepted by "Presidente” (“Prime Minister”), since this feature is inherent to the feature
of being “< +Human >”. The Linguistic Semantic Variable of Intelligence coincides with
the prototypical evaluation that provides the word “estúpido” (“stupid”). The meaning of
the word “estúpido” (“stupid”) is understood as vL from the fundamental trichotomy of
〈stupid vL, average vS, intelligent vR〉. Additionally, the lexicon also provides the sentiment
for the evaluation, defining it as a negative sentiment by having it tagged as Sentiment〈vL〉.

On the other hand, Table 12 displays how the semantic grammar fails to satisfy the
pairing for two reasons. Firstly, because the lexicon does not have any information of
the word “burro” (“donkey”) as an evaluative head, and consequently, the rule R[sem]

is violated. Secondly, the semantic grammar finds two semantic features in exclusion:
an animal feature and a human feature +Human⊗+Animal. Therefore, Table 12 is an
example of unsatisfied pairing and semantic implausibility. Consequently, the only possible
interpretation for the sentence “El presidente es un burro” (“The president is a donkey”)
is that the semantic grammar would understand it as a description, where the president
of a country is actually the animal donkey, which is highly implausible; this is because a
semantic grammar mostly characterizes the literal meaning.
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Table 10. FPGr of Syntax as an insult with metaphor with a borderline adjective xADJ.

Case: “El Presidente es un Burro”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: SYNTAX

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) muy (very) burro (donkey)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[subj] VERB[cop] ADV[spec] NOUN[mod:cop]

P: Properties

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN
α2: DET[spec] ⇒ NOUN
α3: Uniq: DET
α4: DET[spec]  spec NOUN

α1: DET[spec] ≺ NOUN[subj]
α2: NOUN[subj] ⇒ DET[spec]
α3: Uniq: DET[spec]
α4: NOUN[subj] ⊗ ADV ∧ PRON ∧V[in f ]
α5: NOUN[subj]  subj VERB

α16: V[cop] ⇒ N[subj]
α17: V[cop] ⇒ NOUN[mod:cop]
α18: N[subj] ≺ V[cop]
α19: V[cop] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
α22: V[cop]  dep NOUN[mod:cop]
α23: Uniq : NOUN[subj]

α1: ADV[spec] ≺ ADJ ∨ xADJ
α2: ADV[spec] ⇒ ADJ ∨ xADJ
α3: ADV[spec]  spec ADJ ∨ xADJ

α1: VERB[cop] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
α2: NOUN[subj] ≺ NOUN[mod:cop]
β3: NOUN[mod:cop] ⇒ DET[spec]
β5: NOUN[mod:cop] ⊗ ADV
γ1: β5 =⇒ NOUN[xADJ]
xADJ : Properties
γ1: NOUN[subj] ≺ X[xADJ]
γ2: NOUN[xADJ] ⇒ ADV[spec]

Grammaticality Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Barely Satisfied

Table 11. FPGr of Semantics as a plain insult.

Case: “El Presidente es Estúpido”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: SEMANTICS

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) estúpido (stupid)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[Re f ] VERB[cop] ADJ[EH]

P: Properties +Definiteness
Rα:NOUN[Re f[pairing] ]

⇒ ADJ[EH]

+Human: LSVα Intelligence

nexus

ADJ[EH]�
ADJ[EH]  NOUN[Re f ]
PROT Intelligence(LSVα)

ADJ[EH] ⇒ TE〈vL〉
PROT Sentiment(LSVα)NOUN[EH] ⇒ Sentiment〈vL〉

Grammaticality
in terms of pragmatic
plausability

n/a Pairing Satisfied n/a Pairing Satisfied
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Table 12. FPGr of Semantics as an insult with metaphor.

Case: “El Presidente es un Burro”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: SEMANTICS

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) un (a) burro (donkey)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[Re f ] VERB[cop] DET[spec] NOUN[mod:cop]

P: Properties +Definiteness
Rβ:NOUN[Re f[pairing] ]

⇒ ADJ[EH]

+Human ⊗ +Animal
nexus −Definiteness +Animal ⊗ +Human

Grammaticality
in terms of semantic
plausability

n/a Pairing not Satisfied n/a n/a Pairing not Satisfied

Finally, regarding the pragmatic component, we can see that there is a constraint rule
in the pragmatic grammar of Spanish which triggers an evaluative expression construction:

R[pr] : IF Satisfied NOUN[Re f[pairing] ]
⇒ NOUN[EH] ∨ xADJ[EH]

THEN Evaluative Construction:〈Re f 〉〈EH〉
(8)

Therefore, with Equation (8), we formalize that a metaphor is essentially a pairing
between a NOUN and a NOUN, and it is the pragmatic grammar that gathers information
about how to establish a relation of meaning between the two.

Table 13 displays the satisfaction of the constraint rule of R[pr] through the pairing
of the words “Presidente” (“Prime Minister”) as the referent and “burro” (“donkey”) as the
evaluative head. This outcome is possible since the pragmatic grammar finds the word
“burro” (“donkey”) as an evaluative head in its lexicon. This evaluative head has been
acquired through language usage. Because it is considered an evaluation for pragmatic
grammar, it displays all the same features as any other standard prototypical evaluation, as
in Table 11.

Table 13. FPGr of Pragmatics as an insult with metaphor.

Case: “El Presidente es un Burro”

Fuzzy Property Grammar: PRAGMATICS

T: words El (the) Presidente (Prime Minister) es (is) un (a) burro (donkey)

N: Category DET[spec] NOUN[Re f ] VERB[cop] DET[spec] NOUN[EH]

P: Properties not found in
lexicon

Rα:NOUN[Re f[pairing] ]
⇒ NOUN[EH]

+Human: LSVα Intelligence
nexus not found in

lexicon

NOUN[EH]�
NOUN[EH]  NOUN[Re f ]
PROT Intelligence(LSVα)

NOUN[EH] ⇒ TE〈vL〉
PROT Sentiment(LSVα)NOUN[EH]

⇒ Sentiment〈vL〉

Grammaticality
in terms of pragmatic
plausability

n/a Pairing Satisfied n/a n/a Pairing Satisfied

For both examples, derivation processes in our FPGS take place in parallel and inde-
pendently. Derivation processes in each of these three modules continue until they reach
three terminal strings. Each module will send its own terminal string to the master. So, the
master will get a syntactic, a semantic, and a pragmatic string, respectively.

Once the master has received strings produced by every module of the system, it
starts its work. The master’s task consists of lexicalizing the structures it has received; that
is, its task is to rewrite the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic structures by introducing
words (a rewriting rule expresses an instruction to replace A by X. In this case, N symbols
will be replaced by T symbols). If it is possible to lexicalize these structures, that is, if
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they are compatible and they can be lexicalized by means of the same words, then we
can say that the master has successfully reached a terminal string and that, therefore, a
well-formed natural language expression has been generated by the FPGS. In our case, the
plain insult as an evaluative expression, “El presidente es estúpido” (“The prime minister is
stupid”), will be considered a totally well-formed natural language expression, since it fits
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic constraints and it can, therefore, be lexicalized with the
same lexical items. However, the example with an insult with metaphor as an evaluative
expression: “(El presidente es un burro)” (“The prime minister is a donkey”) will be good
from a syntactic and pragmatic point of view but an ill-formed structure from the point of
view of semantics.

Therefore, the Fuzzy Property Grammar System model successfully displays different
outcomes and properties by providing different grammars per linguistic domain for a
grammar system.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a formalism that integrates a grammar with constraints,
Fuzzy Property Grammar, on a Grammar System model: Fuzzy Property Grammar System.
This framework might be applied to the formal characterization of evaluative expressions
used in hate speech and might contribute to the automatic detection of verbal violence.

FPGS considers different grammars per domain, representing the difference between
a plain insult as an evaluation and an insult with a metaphor. Using FPGS shows no
conflict in the grammar system because of different outcomes on different grammars. The
pragmatic grammar can be satisfied, while the syntax and the semantics are not.

Our formal model might be applicable to hate speech that involves an explicit in-
sult as an evaluation with negative sentiment or an implicit insult with a metaphor as
an evaluation.

The results of our proof of concept, both the annotation and the examples of formal
treatment of expressions, show that plain insults include only three categories: (1) intel-
ligence, (2) judgment, and (3) esteem. This outcome may be due to cultural factors. We
could speculate that in Spanish culture, it is more offensive to verbally attack the referent
as “inferior” by “evaluating” or “accusing” them of lacking intelligence or having immoral
attitudes through society’s perspective. In contrast, metaphors have a more dispersed
meaning because of this nonconventionlization. Their implicitness can play an essential
role in meaning expansion: Depending on the context, evaluative heads of metaphors
mark specific evaluations. Each metaphor considers more than one tag, which significantly
differs from plain insults, which only receive one evaluative tag. Although examples such
as “pork” or “rat” can be considered almost conventionalized, they only include two tags,
they can be used in different situations, and another evaluation can be inferred.

On the other hand, plain insults only bear one evaluative tag. This issue is the main
difference between a metaphor and a plain insult. Such a claim coincides with linguistic
theory, since metaphors are cancelable and plain insults are not. The relationship between
the two could be gradual or fuzzy if we want to consider that the fewer tags a metaphor
has, the more conventionalized it is and the closer it is to the plain insult.

Because of the annotation effort of this research, any lexical item tagged with a lin-
guistic semantic variable presented in this work can go under the same formal treatment
as in our examples. It is only necessary to consider if a lexical item is the bearer of only
an LSV tag in the semantic domain or, on the contrary, has an LSV tag in the pragmatic
domain (metaphor).

One of the significant criticisms our approach could receive is that a very powerful
lexicon is needed. In the end, the lexicon provides the knowledge of which words are
evaluative heads or not, as well as which grammar is used. We wanted to mitigate this by
including the constraint rules ofR[sem] andR[pr] for the sake of generalization.

The future work of integrating a linguistic grammar system with a Fuzzy Property
Grammar involves creating a computational model for testing the computational viability
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of its architecture and, secondly, designing a methodology for semiautomatic or automatic
annotation of the semantic and pragmatic tags.

One of the issues with Fuzzy Property Grammars concerns the difficulty of extracting
constraints, since they have to be extracted by experts with the support of computational
tools. However, no algorithm can still automatically induce a Fuzzy Property Grammar,
not even for the syntactic domain. Consequently, it would be interesting to initiate a project
using methods to check if they can improve the automatization of our model by fuzzy
neuronal networks, XAI (explainable artificial intelligence), or even GPT-3.5 by starting
with a small semantic topic and expanding it from there.
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